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A Quick Shot of Calm…
Tactical or “Box” Breathing



“Around day three the boy’s soccer coach was 
able to start getting the frantic boys to sit quietly, 

focus on their breathing, huddle together for 
warmth, and conserve energy.”



• Conscious breathing techniques can result in 
improved physical and emotional health

• Slow breathing techniques can improve focus and 
bring a sense of calm to any situation.



Fight or Flight Rest and Restore



Activating our “Rest and Restore” system 
5/8 breathwork



Meditation trains us to “be” with whatever is 
happening rather than getting upset and 

over-reactive



Mindfulness is about being 
PRESENT…simply being 

aware of what is happening 
right now, without the need 

to judge or control.



How do you leave 
others feeling after you 

have crossed their 
path?



Characteristics of mindful leaders:

• They are less likely to be reactive, jump to 
conclusions, or to take things too personally

• They can appreciate both sides of a situation 

• They understand all things come and go 

• They are much less likely to “multi-task”

• They are more likely to eat and drink mindfully



Sleep
Cardiovascular health
Wound healing
Immunity
Focus
Performance
Memory
Self Control 

Acute and Chronic Pain
High blood pressure
Inflammation
Insomnia
Stress
Anxiety and depression
PTSD
Addictive behaviors

Meditation is a powerful 
mindfulness practice…



Meditation myths:              

• It’s complicated
• You need to do it an hour a day
• You need to chant in a foreign language
• You need to empty your mind completely
• You need to sit in the lotus position
• You need to have a dedicated time and complete quiet 
• It is a weird religious activity
• It will make you lose your edge
• Strange things will happen



Stressful event

Stressful event

React with anger, 
frustration, and worry 

Breathe, pause and think; 
respond calmly and consciously





Never 
underestimate the 

power of taking 
small steps



Choosing the hard road sometimes
Is good practice for when the hard 

road chooses you



• If you can sit quietly after difficult news

• If in financial downturns you remain perfectly calm

• If you can happily eat whatever is on your plate

• If you can love everyone around you unconditionally

• If you can always find contentment just where you are

You are probably…
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